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ABSTRACT
LED A-lamps are used in many types of lighting fixtures; however, these lamps can experience different thermal
environments and use patterns (on-off switching), resulting in system life that varies in different applications. A recent
study showed that on-off switching negatively affects LED system lifetime, and solder joint failure was the main reason.
The goal of this study was to investigate and identify a theoretical model that can be used to predict LED A-lamp failure,
when the failure is mainly due to solder joint failure. Although several models for solder joint fatigue failure exist in the
electronics industry, the Engelmaier model is the most commonly used in industry standards. The study presented here
showed that the Engelmaier model with modified fatigue ductility exponents provided a better fit to the experimental
lifetime data for LED A-lamps. This paper describes the Engelmaier model prediction method for LED A-lamp failure.
Keywords: LED system life testing, lifetime prediction, solder joint fatigue

1. INTRODUCTION
Replacement lamps using light-emitting diode (LED) technology are displacing their traditional counterparts and have
been gaining market share very rapidly. Long service life, in the timeframe of 25,000 hours, is one of the claimed
benefits for these lamps. Because LED A-lamps are used in many types of lighting fixtures, including table lamps and
ceiling-mounted fixtures, consumers expect them to last the claimed number of hours in any application. Depending on
the application, these LED lamps can experience different thermal environments and on-off switching patterns.
Therefore, it is possible for LED system life to vary from one application environment to the next. The results from a
recent study showed that the present industry test procedure for LED lighting system lifetime measurement and the
rating method are flawed.[1] The present industry standard requires manufacturers to test only one component, namely
the LED package as per the LM-80 standard[2] and project the lumen maintenance lifetime (L70) based on TM-21.[3] In
applications, the lamps are turned on and off, but in the test procedure lamps are tested by burning the lamps
continuously on for 6000 hours. Moreover, the current test procedure considers only one failure type, namely, lumen
depreciation.
The failures in LED lighting systems could be parametric or catastrophic. In parametric failure, light output gradually
diminishes, and the failure criterion (L70) is defined as the time point at which lumen depreciation reaches 70% of the
initial light output. Catastrophic failure is the complete cessation of light. In an earlier study we found that catastrophic
failure is the dominant failure mechanism in commercial LED A-lamps.[1] The results of that study showed that, contrary
to common belief, on-off switching negatively affects lifetime, and solder joint failure was the main reason.
The solder joint provides both mechanical and electrical connections between the LED package and the printed circuit
board (PCB). Currently, most solder joints are Pb free and they contain Sn, Ag, and Cu alloys. The solder joint fatigue
failure occurs as a result of the mismatch of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the component and the
substrate. On-off switching operation in an LED system induces cyclic thermal stresses on the solder joint due to the
CTE mismatch between the LED package and the PCB. Consequently, smaller fatigue cracks are formed in the solder
joint initially. During the operational life of the lamp, fatigue cracks grow and when they coalesce to make larger cracks,
complete fracture could occur.[4] Many studies have shown that the fatigue life of surface mount solder joints can be
characterized by the power law, where cyclic thermo-mechanical stress encourages the failure.[4,5] The goal of this study
was to identify a model that can be used to predict LED A-lamp failure when solder joint failure is the main mechanism.
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2. EX
XPERIMEN
NT
The studies conducted
c
by our
o research grroup using inteegral LED lam
mps showed thaat delta temperrature (ΔT) (deefined as
the differencce between thee uppermost and
a lowermost junction tempperatures expeerienced by thee lamp when they are
switched on and off) and dwell
d
time (onn time at the maximum
m
juncttion temperaturre) have the sttrongest correlaation for
ommercially avvailable 75W rated
r
incandesccent replacemeent LED A-lam
mp product wass used in
catastrophic failure.[1] A co
T temperaturre profile experienced by thee LED junctionn as a functionn of time is illustrated in Figgure 1.[1]
that study. The
This figure demonstrates
d
th
he parameters used in this stuudy for settingg up the experim
ment and analyysis. The detaiils of the
experiment variables
v
and th
he experimentaal setup are desscribed in an eaarlier publication.[1]

Figuure 1. Temperaature profile exxperienced by the
t LED junctiion [1]

3. RESULTS
R
o all LED A-lamp sampless belonging too each test conndition were reported
r
in the earlier
The catastrophic failures of
t failure (TTF
F) values
publication.[11] The median lifetime for eaach test conditiion was calcullated by averagging the time to
of the 5th andd 6th lamps; th
he results are suummarized in Table 1. In this analysis, wee considered thhe test results from
f
the
on-off switchhing conditionss only, and nott the continuouus operation. The
T reason for this considerattion is the soldder joints
fail mainly due
d to the cycclic thermo-meechanical stressses. The results showed higgher delta tem
mperature resullted in a
shorter time to failure. Mo
oreover, a shorter dwell time resulted in a shorter time too failure for deelta temperaturres 80°C
and 90°C. Hoowever, the treend is not clearr in the delta teemperature 1000°C condition,, most likely duue to additionaal failure
mechanisms.. A post-failuree analysis reveealed that 84% of the lamp faailures were duue to solder joint failure betw
ween the
LED package and the PCB
B, and the remaaining 16% weere due to driveer failure. Hennce, the objectivve of this studyy was to
develop a theeoretical model for predictingg LED productt lifetime basedd on the solder joint failure.
Tablle 1. Delta time-averaged temperratures and meddian life for different ∆T and dweell time conditioons

Solder joint fatigue modells proposed in past literaturee can be dividded into five categories: stress-based, straiin-based,
energy-basedd, damage-bassed, and empiirical.[5] The stress-based methods
m
use knowledge
k
abbout solder geeometry,
dimensions, CTE mismatch
h, temperature difference, annd Shear and Young’s
Y
modullus of the mateerials. The straain-based
models are suubdivided as plastic
p
strain annd creep strain. Coffin-Manson and Engelm
maier models are
a the most coommonly
used plastic strain-based
s
faatigue models. The energy-baased models usse the area of thhe stress-strainn hysteresis looop due to
thermal cycliical stress to determine
d
the fatigue
fa
damagee. The damage--based fatigue models use daamage parametters such
as fatigue craack length. Fin
nally, empiricaal methods aree developed byy curve fitting the experimenntal data obtainned from
solder joint thhermal cycling
g stress tests.
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Pe
ermanent
de
eformation

Figuure 2. Typical strress-strain curvee of a ductile mettal (adopted from
m [6])

A typical strress-strain currve of a ductille metal is shown in Figuree 2.[6] In the stress-strain
s
cuurve, stress is linearly
proportional to the strain up to the prooportional limiit. The elasticc limit is the final point onn the curve whhere the
deformation is reversible. The
T region beyyond the elasticc limit is know
wn as the plastiic strain regionn and the deforrmations
that occur in this region aree permanent.
Although sevveral methods for modelingg solder joint fatigue
f
failure exist in the electronics
e
inddustry, the Enggelmaier
solder joint fatigue
f
model is
i the most com
mmonly used in
i several induustry standards and was seleccted for this stuudy. The
Engelmaier model
m
is based
d on plastic sttrain and is ussed for low cyycle fatigue.[4] This model inncorporates opeerational
cyclic frequeency and provid
des first order equations to coompute the strrain using simpplifying assumpptions on the geometry
g
of the solder joint.
g
in equatiion 1. Fatigue ductility coeffficient
is a constant deppendent of the material
The Engelmaaier model is given
composition of the solder joint. For SnnAgCu solder, it is considerred as 0.325 in
i past literatuure.[5] Fatigue ductility
exponent, c, is a function of
o the mean cycclic solder tempperature and thhe cyclic frequuency experiencced by the soldder joint.
In the Engelm
maier model, coefficients
c
of c were empiriccally determineed.
Equuation 1
Nf = cycles to failu
ure
ε'f = Fatigue ductillity coefficient (0.325 for SnA
AgCu solder)
Δγt = Total shear strain
s
c = Fatigue ductiliity exponent

.

.

.

Equuation 2

Ts = Mean cyclic solder
s
temperaature
f = Cyclic
C
frequen
ncy (cycles/dayy)

∆

∆ ∆

F= non-ideal
n
facto
or
LD=distance
=
from the center of thhe component to the solder jooint
hs=ssolder height
∆α=
=Coefficient off thermal expannsion (CTE) mismatch
m
∆T=
=temperature cycling
c
range
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Equuation 3

Figuure 3. Solder attaachment betweenn a component and
a a substrate shhowing dimensioons

The first ordeer equation dev
veloped by Enggelmaier to com
mpute the straiin range is shown in equationn 3. Figure 3 shhows the
typical soldeer attachment between
b
a com
mponent and a substrate with the dimensionns used in equuation 3. The non-ideal
n
factor ‘F’, whhich is used to
o counter the seecond order efffects being ignnored in the moodel, is consideered to be 0.5 based
b
on
past literaturee.[4]
Tablle 2. Dimensionss and the parameeter value used in the analysis

Parrameter
-1

Value

CT
TE of the comp
ponent (α1) (°C
C )

2.59E-066

CT
TE of the PCB (α2) (°C )

1.60E-055

LD (m)

2.25E-033

Soolder height (hs) (m)

1.02E-044

-1

The dimensioons of the LED
D package, sollder thickness, and the coeffiicient of therm
mal expansion (CTE)
(
values[7]] used in
the analysis are shown in Table 2. Thee fatigue ductiility exponent ‘c’ and the strains
s
were caalculated for each
e
test
condition ussing the corressponding deltaa time-averageed temperaturee, the time-avveraged temperature, and thhe cyclic
frequency (cyycles per day) using equationns 2 and 3, resspectively. Theen the cycles too failure for eaach test conditiion were
calculated ussing equation 1. A comparison between actuual and predictted cycles to faailure is shown in Figure 4.

Figuure 4. Compariso
on between actuaal and predicted cycles to failuree with original Engelmaier
E
coeffficients

The cycles too failure prediction using thee original Engelmaier coefficcients showed a higher prediiction compareed to the
cycles to faillure measured in the experim
ment. In order too investigate whether
w
better fit
f can be obtaained using coeefficients
specific to thhis study, the fatigue
f
ductilityy exponent ‘c’ values were calculated
c
for three
t
test condditions from eqquation 4
using the calcculated strain values
v
and the actual cycles to
t failure valuees.
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.

A relationshiip between c an
nd Ts and f wass established, and
a the respecttive coefficientts were determ
mined using MA
ATLAB
curve fitting from the experrimental data (cycle to failuree, cyclic frequeency, and the tiime-averaged temperature)
t
foor three
conditions. The
T obtained cu
urve fit is show
wn in Figure 5.
• Delta Tem
mperature 80°C
C; 2 hrs
• Delta Tem
mperature 80°C
C; 4 hrs
• Delta Tem
mperature 100°°C; 2 hrs
.

.

.

Equationn 5

Figuure 5. Curve fit for
f ‘c’ using meaan solder temperrature and cyclic frequency

The cycles too failure predicctions were calcculated again from
f
equation 1 using the new
w ‘c’ values coomputed from equation
e
5, and the ressulting values are
a shown in Figure
F
6 as moddified coefficieents. The actuaal and predictedd cycles to failuure for
each test conndition along with
w the predictiion errors are summarized
s
inn Table 3, and a correspondingg plot compariing
actual and prredicted cycles to failure is shhown in Figuree 6.

Figure 6. Com
mparison between
n actual and preddicted cycles to failure
f
with moddified coefficientts
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Table 3. Actual and predicted cycles to failure values for different test conditions

Test condition

Actual failure (cycles)

Predicted failure (cycles)

Prediction error (%)

D80 2 hrs

3758

3758

0.0%

D80 4 hrs

2031

2033

0.1%

D90 2 hrs

1706

2097

22.9%

D90 4 hrs

1636

1433

12.4%

D100 2 hrs

1613

1613

0.0%

D100 4 hrs

120

974

711.6%

4. DISCUSSION
The cycles to failure experiment results and the prediction with the Engelmaier model and modified coefficients specific
to the LED A-lamp life testing study explained in this paper showed better agreement. The largest deviation between
actual and predicted cycles to failure values was observed in the D100 4 hrs condition. The actual cycles to failure for
this test condition was 120 cycles. It is stated by Engelmaier that if the predicted life is less than 1000 cycles, then such a
severe stress condition could introduce additional failure modes and mechanisms.[4] The estimated fatigue ductility
exponent ‘c’ values in this experiment were in the range -0.5055 to -0.7253. It has been shown in past literature that c
values for common engineering metals are in the range of -0.5 to -0.7.[4] The estimated c value for the D100 4 hrs
condition is -0.7253, which is outside the above range. This could be an indication that additional failure mechanisms
could have accelerated the failure in the D100 4 hrs condition.
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